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Don’t Forget! It’s all about Planning!

We just got back from one of the gift shows, and we have
some AMAZING ideas, especially for “unique” and show
stopping Corporate gifts, Stampede baskets,
Wedding decorating and Xmas presents.
Like an expensive watch, a pen can say a great deal about its’
(YES, Xmas already!)

GET
OUT OF
owners’ style, taste and status. Owning the perfect pen becomes
a personal journey to find the “one” that enhances your writing flair.
LINE
For the decided budget, buyers are introduced to a world of
quality & exclusivity. There is pride of ownership with people
IN LAS VEGAS originality,
who invest in their pens. More Canadians are spending $300 plus
Have you been to Las Vegas lately?
The last thing anyone wants to do is
wait in line.
We KNOW. We have BEEN there!

on a fine pen. Furthermore, many companies and executives are now
giving lavish pens to signify the completion of business deals.

Time Is Money has joined with STRIKER VIP
to ensure your time is maximized at sold-out
shows, reservation-only restaurants, lined-up
clubs and sought-after events.

Don’t Forget
Mothers Day &
Fathers Day
are
coming
up!

Mont Blanc is the Rolex of writing ware. Their signature Meisterstuck was
developed in 1924 and is considered their “entry level pen” ($320). To celebrate
their 100th Anniversary, Mont Blanc launched their special edition diamond
encrusted pen ($215,000) which features 1277 white diamonds and 123 blue
diamonds in a pattern resembling the Montblanc mountain range.

Join us for our inaugural
private jet weekend on May 4-6 to
In 1999 Caran d'Ache created La Modernista
see, meet and party like a VIP with
Diamonds in homage to architect Antoni
Gaudí.
Made of solid silver components the
Floyd Mayweather, Jr vs.
pen has an 18-carat gold nib and is covered
Oscar De La Hoya; one of the
with 5072 diamonds totalling 20 carats and
96
half-cut rubies. It was listed in the Guinness
MOST anticipated fights ever.
World Records in 2001 as the worlds most
expensive pen, selling for $265,000 USD.

Looking for something of fine quality but not exceeding your budget?
For the man; try the Porsche TecFlex Pen and Car Set ($250 CAD).
And for the lady; an elegant and eye catching ACME pen ($100 CAD).

From
Glamour
to Janitor

Enjoy the fight from the first 15
rows. Finish the evening by
attending the exclusive
after party to meet,
Like driving a Ferrari; pen aficionados remark that once you
drink and hang-out
We are here to lend a helping hand!
use a high quality “writing instrument”, you will never go
with the athletes
As our company name implies, we believe time is a precious
back to the mundane and everyday BIC.
and other
commodity. We cater to traveling professionals and executives, over
Ultimately, it is about prestige, quality and
VIP’s.
scheduled families, corporations and business owners.

unique personal penmanship.

This is a general Quarterly publication for friends and
associates of Time Is Money Executive Concierge Inc. If
others would like to sign –up for this newsletter, please have
them do so at www.timeismoney.ca
We value your privacy. We use our email list strictly for the
purposes of this newsletter and will not replicate, distribute
or sell any email addresses. If you would like to be removed
from this newsletter, please email
newsletter@timeismoney.ca.

Whether it daily chores and errands, organizing a function/evening/vacation away or shopping
for any type of gift - we are here to help YOU make time for the things that matter.
Some of our recent tasks:
●Shopping and delivery of 65th Birthday Gift
●Organizing 75 corporate Valentines baskets.
●Preparing a family of 6 for their vacation and
completing all of their while away services,
including vehicle servicing, house cleaning and
grocery shopping.
●House management for busy executive family.

Take Time, Cynthia
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TIME to PONDER

Best Adventures
Save
for 2007:

● 70% of ALL workers don’t think there is a healthy
balance between their work and
professional lives.

TIME
in 2007

●Only 38% of unscheduled
absences in 2004 were because
The world is our playground. We have so many treasures in our
of personal illness. The rest
used the days for
own backyard and the world offers endless adventures waiting
errands, family
to be explored. Here are some of the best places to explore in 2007~
Don't let clutter bury
responsibilities or
you, chaos control your life
just to re-charge
or messes eat up all your
their
●Ride the Subway, NYC
time.
batteries,

●Ballooning over LUXOR, Egypt
●Riding on Bullet Trains, JAPAN
●Island hopping by Ferry, GREECE

Here are some tips we use to help
organize our lives and you can apply
to your life to make things simpler.

k Pick the planning device that works

BEST for you. Whether it's a blackberry,
journal, voice recorder, notepad or wall
calendar; pick one and stick to it.

r Don't waste time feeling guilty about what

you didn't do. Move ahead. If it is important,
reschedule it.
i Plan activities for the week or next
day each Sunday or the night before.

m Keep a list of specific items to
be done each day, arrange them
in priority.

●Floating in a Gondola through VENICE, Italy
●Sailing the Great Barrier Reef, AUSTRALIA
●Experience the Trans-Siberian Railway, RUSSIA
●Motorcycling in the track of Che Guevara, South America
●Driving a convertible down ROUTE 66, USA
●4 Wheel Driving the Canning Stock Route, AUSTRALIA
I have experienced 3 of these Top 10 Adventures. Because we have lived and
travelled in OVER 25 countries, we have connections and knowledge of many
places around the world.

We move beyond the regular travel planning service to find the events, activities
and sights not to be missed based on the client likes/dislikes and personalities.
We often visit destinations and research hot spots to create a great trip
and ensure the client has the most memorable and spectacular experience.

s Concentrate on one
task at a time.

q Avoid making
detailed schedules.
It usually wastes
more time..
k Be on time.

views while enjoying your morning coffee.

Don’t over book your
appts.

This property is less than 2km from Calgary city
limits. 18.5 acres of rolling hills, mature trees and
unsurpassed city and valley views. Loads of exceptional water.
Cross fenced and automatic horse water.

Alliances and NEW Partners
• STRIKER VIP
● Cocoonbaby
● Annie the Nanny
•Travelling Tailor
● Just Breathe Studios

Under our travel service we arrange all travel plans
and make itinerary recommendations. This
Looking
ranges from coordinating air travel and
For a NEW
private charter planes to
Place to Hang
transportation, hotel, restaurant,
Your Hat in 2007?
entertainment and tour
recommendations.
Enjoy spectacular city and valley

●Smiling Albino
•CityMYX
•M Private Residences
•The Specialty Gourmet

Gourmet kitchen with 1 1/4" custom cabinets.
3 bedroom walkout bungalow and 3 bathrooms.
Plank flooring and slate through the house.
Custom stone wood burning fireplace.
Triple car garage with 1000 sq. ft. loft area.
Price is $1,600,000.00.

